
The Challenge

This top U.S. Thoroughbred
racino  had a large number of cash
transactions at their concession stands
during the season. Occasionally,
they would catch cashiers stealing, but
they knew they had a much bigger with 
the staff they were not catching. They 
contacted eConnect to solve the 
problem.

Results Achieved

The system helped the client see immediate results:

● 2 Bartenders were caught stealing within 3 days of the 
installation. They had been working at the racetrack for 3 
years and they admitted to stealing $130,000 between 
them. The operator suspected they had stolen closer to 
$200,000

● The team was able to quickly see abnormal transactional 
activity with less effort than before

● The exception reports alerted them of discount and happy 
hour abuse that had been occurring since opening

● Many safety, training and policy issues were observed and 
corrected while  investigators monitored for suspicious 
transactions

● Because the eConnect system offered the client software 
as a service (SaaS) pricing, they were able to achieve an ROI 
in a matter of a few months

The Solution

● Integrated POS Connect with the existing 

Micros POS and Video Management system

● System was configured to pull real-time 

transactions from the POS terminal at each 

F&B concession stand

● Transactional data was synchronized with 

the surveillance camera streams overlooking 

the cash register and areas where 

customers stood

● Custom exception-based reports were 

created in the system to alert investigators of 

problems with theft, collusion or cashier error
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eConnect Analyzes Data & Video from Oracle Micros to Save Racetrack Tens of Thousands per Year

“I estimate we’ll save $50,000-$60,000 this season alone. 

Many of the employees have worked here for many years. 

Without intervention, it is likely they would have continued to 

defraud us without detection.”       Loss Prevention Manager


